
Toronto Field Natura lists T Club
FEBRUARY MEETINGS

Monday, February 29 1953, at 8.15 p.m.
at the

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM

Speaker ~ Dr. W. Winston Mair,
Chief of Dominion Wild Life Services,
National Park Branch, Department of Resources
and Development, Ottawa, Ontario.

Subject: "Seeing nature with the Canadian Wild Life
Services, in the North West Territories."
Illustrated with coloured movies.

Last call for tickets for the two lectures by Mr. Dick Bird.
A limited number of tickets are still available and may be
purchased at the meeting, or from the Federation of Ontario
Naturalists, 85 King street East, Toronto, or from the Club
Secretary. Dates - February 24th and 26th, Price $1.00 each.

ROTUNDA DISPLAY
An exhibition of minerals and lapidary work by the members
of the Walker Mineralogy Club.

FEBRUARY OUTING

Saturday, February 7th at 2.00 p.mo
in

Cedarvale Ravine (Bird Walk)
Meet at the corner of Cottingham Street and Bolton Drive.
Leader - Dr. R.M.Saunders.
Fee $2.00 per year.

Secretary - Mrs. J.B.Stewart,
21 Millwood Road,
Toronto.
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N E'NSLETTER

Number 113 January 1953.
For a wonder the first three birds I was to see on New Year's Day

were not sparrow, starling, and pigeon. Oh, the sparrow and the pigeon
came along on schedule as we were eating breakfast. But before a starling
put in an appearance one of our regular cardinals slipped in to break the
usual sequence. Vlhew, that was closel For the starling was only seconds

~behind. Nonetheless one of the urban three had to take fourth place on my
annual list, a rare occurrence.

The birds in the garden were an anticipation, for the regular New
Year's Day hunt, a great affair with the dyed-in-the-wool birder, commenced
for me when Marshall Bartman and Jim Baillie picked up Dave West and me
around 9.45. A rather late start for ardent birdwatchers at the dawn of
a new year? Ah yes, but then the previous evening was New Year's Eve.
We hurried to the vicinity of the Argonaut Rowing Club where we were to
meet Bill Smith, Earl Stark and some others. Bill and Earl were there
alright and Len Butcher with them, but the others were not to be found.
Respectful silence shall rest upon their names, for they never did appear,
and it might be suggested that they had allowed New Year's Eve r·evelry
to interfere with the serious business of launching the New Year's bird
list. What heresy! Let no such suspicion arise.

Jim, as is his wont,. had made up an itinerary, a route determined
by selecting the sites where certain especially interesting birds were
seen on the Christmas census a week before. Our point of meeting was in
truth the start of the itinerary. Here in the lee of the break:walls near
the Argonaut Rowing Club Terry Shortt and his party had spied both a coot
and a shoveller. The latter bird was my particular interest as I had
failed to see one in the Toronto region in 1952. Fortune, however, did
not smile upon us at this moment. We looked allover the blacks and
mallards and scaups without finding either of the special birds we desired.

----.Thusdid our trip begin in a decidedly negative manner this New Year's Day.
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The discovery of a red-breasted merganser amongst the commoner ducks
helped a bit to mitigate our chagrin.

At Sunnyside we forgot our initial disappointment very quickly.
Scarcely had we drawn up to a vantage point, from which to survey'the
flocks of gulls and ducks, when'Jim caught sight of the snowY owl, the
next selection on the itinerary, standing on a derelict stump on the
beamh beyond Grenadier outlet. A large dark-flecked female, this bird is
likely the same one we saw nearly three weeks previously on December 14th
at the mouth of Mimico Creek. Probably it has a regular beat along the
waterfront for two'or three Dliles. As a snowy owl is an exciting bird
to see at any time, and a notably fine one with which to ornament a New
Year'ls list, our spirits rose.

True we missed the horned grebe seen by the census party in the lake
off the west end of the Long Branch rifle range, and the red-headed ducks
among the numerous scaup and goldeneye near the St. Lawre nce Starch
Company 's plant at Port Credit. A curiosity at this spot did give us a
puzzling interlude. When several ducks were sent flying from the rocks
on the shore at our approach, with them was one pure white individual.
It settled alone well out on the lake. Later we saw it again near the
isolated breakwall off the mouth of the Credit River. Jim diagnosed it
as a Pekin duck, an escape from some farm; a queer bird that, to be seen
riding the waters of Lake Ontario, an invitation to the most absurd
identifications.

If Port Credit'could produce only an enigmatic curiosity, Oakville
Harbor did us proud, for it presented us with two wintering killdeer.
These we had hoped for, since we had seen them. earlier in December, and
thought they might be wintering there, as apparently they are. But in
addition there was an unexpected screech owl. Our car's group was working
along the western side of the harbor, looking at the killdeer, when Len
Butcher appeared on the harbor wall on the eastern side. We saw him
shouting, and with difficulty we made out that he was yelling, "There's
an owl, a screech owl, an owl~ Up the lane". He pointed toward the fine
old house that surmounts'the crest of the slope overlooking the harbor.
Hurrying back to the car, we started for the place indicated, meeting the
others on the highway. All together we drove down the lane that leads
to the old estate, coming to the grounds where several tall spruces stand
sombrely amid great hardwoods. In one of the spruces, not far below the
top, was a plump screech owl, perched snugly against the trunk of the tree.
Earl was the discoverer, and he took rightful pleasure in pointing out
his find. We were duly grateful, making the customary obeisance attendant
upon such occasions. Screech owls may be common and easy to find in some
years - 1952 was such a year - but in other seasons they can be extremely
scarce. To see a screech owl on January 1st is therefore always a most
welcome ex:perience.

Equally welcome at this juncture was lunch, and the foot of this
pleasant lane, where we could sit in the cars and look out over the
lake, was an excellent spot for our repast.- Before our meal was over,
whether from the inspiration of good coffee, or from a gnawing fear
that we m.ight miss something particularly good, we decided to push on
to Burlington Canal in hopes of getting a look at the purple sandpiper
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Jim and Marshall had seen there some days past. We drove by Bronte Harbor
without even a nod, made a brief stop at Burlington Harbor, and drew up
on the north side of the canal. Our hopes were not really very high for
other birders had been here in the last few days, and had failed to-find
the sandpiper. The vague possibility of finding so rare a bird was, how-
ever, definitely worth a try. That, I fear, is all it was. The beach
boulders and the breakwall that had been the haunt of the sandpiper were
entirely encased in ice, a deposit of frozen spray from restless waves.
Under such conditions there was nothing to keep a purple sandpiper or
any other such bird, for where could it find a scrap to eat on this -
polished mass? Negotiating the icy boulders was a ticklish business, but
two of us managed to get onto the north canal wall from which we could
see the lakeward side of the sandpiper's retreat. Certainly the bird was
nowhere to be seen, gone perhaps to that island in the Niagara River where
a purple sandpiper not infrequently finds a winter retreat. At any rate
it was gone. Still, there is always, or almost always, some 'compensation.
In this case it was in the form of a beautiful glaucous gull, which rose
into the air as I waved my arms at the gull f'lock at the lake entrance to
the canal.

Now that we were on the verge of Hamilton Bay, Jim suggested that
we go on to LaSalle Par-k in search of a Carolina vJren that had'been seen
in that neighbourhood for several weeks. Our car only went on, but it
was a good thing we did for the horned grebe we missed at Long Branch
turned up, - as another individual presumably, - along' the Aldershot
shore. There was also a kingfisher, a rusty blackbird, a lively mixed
flock of small birds, and just as we were getting back into the 'car at
LaSalle-Park, a group of thirty redpolls feeding in a birch above our
heads; Of' course there were the two mute swans in the bay off the park;
which, if'they could be regarded as wild would be a startling discovery,
but these two birds are considered to be two of three that escaped from
Toronto zoo in October. Hence we pass them by with a glance. Some day
mute swans will appear in our region in a wild state, for this species
now breeds naturally on Long Island and in southern New England.

As two of our party had to be home by 3.00 we drove directly from
LaSalle Park to Sunnyside looking there for a moment to see if any
new bird had moved in since mor-ning. Vve ended our trip where we started,
near the Argonaut Rowing Club. Dave and I undertook to give the ducks
another go, whilst our two companions partook of tea. This time-we were
more f'ortunate. We had swept our binoculars over the duck flock, con-
siderably enlarged since this morning, in one survey, and were turning
to make another sweep, when a,lone duck came flying around the point from
Exhibition Park. Large head, slender neck and body betokened a stranger;
This was no black or mallard. As it drew abreast of us we saw that here,
indeed, was our shoveller, a !female bird hastening, 'it seemed, towards
some f'ar destination. We wer~ pleasantly surpr-ised, in consequence, when
she, ~xercising a female righ~ to change her mind, swerved towards the
breakwall, and plumped down in the middle of the nearest breach. I sig-
nalled to Jim and Marshall, who came running.' Thus was our New Year's
trip ended with the sight of'k top-notch bird, especially one f'or me since
I had not seen a shoveller inl Toronto for three ~ears.

In all we had amassed a count of 36 species, which if it is not as
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much as one might possibly get on such a trip, is a very respectable
New Year's list in this region.

* * * *
Up to January 1st we have had an unusually grey and gloomy winter,

unusual even for Toronto. But on January 4th this sombre season did at
last pr-oduce a day of most sparkling vintage. Blue sky, freshly-frosted
evergreens, and crisp crunchy snow gleaming in the sun, this was the
picture that gr.;.tedus - the Trowerns and the Saunders - as we stepped
into the wood at Soldier's Bay in mid-morning. All the indescribable
purity that attends such a scene, all the unspoiled beauty was ours to
enjoy. No other season of the year can rival winter on a day like this,
nor any other scene an evergreen wood clothed in these virginal robes.
Indeed it is a purifying experience to move in the midst of surroundings
so decked.

We hardly bothered about birds until we reached the start of the
tamarack bo~ where a whirring grouse reminded us of our quest. Then we
began squeaking, and from seeming emptiness came at least twenty enquiring
chickadees, whose compelling chatter brought up two red-breasted nuthatches,
a brown creeper, a bluejay, and a go.l.de n-crowned.kinglet. The sparkling f

wood, sufficient in its own resplendence, was now alive with dancing life,
a fitting grace note to winter's harmony.

Once we ceased our squeaking, the curious chickadees and their
companions vanished. All was quiet once more. It was as if we had been

~ vouchsafed a special privilege, which being ended, the spirit of silence
had taken over again. Content that it should be so, we rambled back
through the whitened trees, shaking snow from the laden branches, feeling
its cool freshness on our faces and hands. This was winter at its best.

Another stop along the Soldier'S Bayroad, at an opening where the
woodcock were dancing last spring, gave us a new glimpse into the world
of crystal-touched evergreens. Venturesome chickadees were once more
our lure, and this time they enticed a flurry of darting kinglets out of
the dark cedars. Golden crowns, pouring yellow gleams into frosted
cedar fronds, were a pure delight. This was a real day. None could help
but feel it so.

That we should, therefore, drive out onto'Holland Marsh, and roll
straight up to a goodly flock of snow buntings, the very birds we most
sought, was only to be expected. There they were, gayly gleaning gravel
on the roadway, unconcerned about our car or us, quite at home on these
wide, wind-swept st.retches so like their native northern tundra. Only
when we crept almost onto them did they scud away like a swirl of snow-
flakes whirling in a gust of wind over the fields and around, settling
for'a moment, only to sweep over us again, the very picture of a snow eddy
twisting at the mercy of the breeze. strangely enough the flock grew
as it whirled. Somehow, with each twist and turn, there were more birds
than before. Originally it had been thirty, now it was a hundred. And
in one of these whirls a new lot of smaller darkish birds were suddenly

r- swept up into the eddy. How Dave and I burst from the "car at the sight
of that accretion. And why not? These dark newcomers, drawn up from
unseen furrow, were Lapland longspurs. Fifteen of them there were to
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add to the growing flock. But now the group was complete. They veered
away from the whitened clods to the cattail reaches beyond the Soldier's
Bay channel. We watched until they disappeared, thanking our wonderfully
good fortune for so noble an encounter.

Driving along the road as far as the dyke that crawls out to the
river, Bob, Dave and I got out there to walk on the dyke, while the
ladies stuck close to the car. During our absence a moving bullrush
roused their curiosity. In going to investigate Sally thrust one leg
through the ice on the drainage ditch, getting a bootful'of water.
This mishap'put a stop to her further ventures afie~but, as if to com-
pensate her, when we drove back along the marsh road, we found some of
the buntings again almost'where we first saw them, only now they were
rushing from weed to weed, feeding eagerly along the banks of the ditch.
As we watched them Bob all of a sudden shouted IILookat the dogs".
But they weren't'dogs at all. When we took a closer look we were stirred
to see the white, flashing flags of four deer. All in a line they came
bounding gracafully through the tall weeds and low bushes that front
the wood. Coming from the river side, wholly unaware or unheedful of
our presence, they held unswervingly to their route. This'led them
directly across the road'in front of the car. In delicate, airy leaps,
they'passed both ditches, going on into the bush on the other side of the
road, seeming more to float through the air than to be earthbou.nd creatures.
This was fortune indeed. Once before Ann and I had seen two deer standing
near the river bank whence this quartet had come, but to watch four such
charming animals living in fluent freedom is a boon seldom granted even
to the most constant watcher of nature. We were all deeply impressed and
duly grateful.

Had we seen no other creature this day it would still be one perfect
in memory, but in fact we did find two accommodating flocks of redpolls
along the road before reaching the highway. How is it that on a good
day good sights crowd one another in fast succession?

Today we ate lunch overlooking Glenville Pond, now frozen and
snow-covered save where some of the ice had been cleared for skating.
Thereon a merry family group were having lively fun, a picture of
winter joy.

Our homeward journey was by way'of the third and second lines, fol-
lowing the latter from Mulock's Wood, where it begins. A red-tailed
hawk and a white-breasted nuthatch were our only additions on this part
of the trip to the birds seen, until we reached York Downs golf course
where we flushed a crow from the ornamental evergreens. Yet we did
not care whether we saw anything'else or not. Our hearts were filled
with the beauty of the landscape, and of the exciting and lovely creatures
we had seen i~ the morning. This was one of those wonderful days that
comes but seldom, one never knows when.

* * * * *
Two interesting clippings have been sent to me recently by members

of the Club. One concerns General Eisenhower when commander of the U.S.
forces in England. It tells us, "During the war the American troops
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quartered around Dartmoor, in the south of England, used to practise"
their shots on the birds nesting in the fields - lark, snipe, curlew,
lapwing. The bird lovers of the region were brokenhearted, and one
woman took it upon herself to write to General Eisenhower, stationed
at that time at Kingsbridge, Devon. Preparations were on foot for the
Normandy landing, and Ike couldn't have been busier. But by return
mail came a letter from one of his orderlies saying that he was commanded
by the general to thank her for her information, and to say that he him-
self read her letter twice, and was deeply concerned at the contents, and
that he had issued immediate orders throughout the southwest that not a
bird was to be touched again. And no bird was.!!

The second clipping is a story of less moment, but one to be
appreciated by our readers. It appeared first as a letter from a lady
in California to the Readers Digest and was printed with an appropriate
illustration. It reads, IIMoisture dripped from the eucalyptus trees,
the skies were gray, the ground was damp where 15 college students
crouched, their attention focussed on a young"man who, at regular inter-
vals, was giving the plaintive hoot of an owl.

Presently there came a distant answering hoot, and the bird-study
class from one of our large western universities moved cautiously,
stopped, and their instructor hooted again.

For some 20 minutes the hooting and the creeping rorward continued,
while the answering hoots grew louder and louder. Quietly the class
rounded a small hill. Instead of sighting their quarry they came upon '
a young man hooting mournfully. Behind him stood another group of cold,
damp, eager students."

**~l<**
As usual this winter many of the unusual birds that are being seen

around Toronto are resident at feeding stations. One of the most exciting,
for instance, is the fox sparrow that is Wintering at Miss"Betty Stupart's
station, on the Russell Hill Road side of Cedarvale ravine, close to
the Boulton Drive entrance. This unusual bird Miss Stupart tells m.e
appears at her station every day, and competes successfully with the
house sparrows for her offerings. It has been sug~ested by one of our
members, - and it seems a very good suggestion to the editor of the
Newsletter - that members of the club who are maintaining feeding stations
might like to share their successes with other members. Consequently
we will be glad to print in the Newsletter the names and addresses of
members with feeding stations who would care to have others visit their
stations. Also we would be happy to have accounts of any unusual birds
seen at such stations, and stories of successful feeding stations in
general.

* * * * *
BOOK REVIEWS
The Bruce Beckons The story of Lake Huron f s grea t Peninsula - By VT.

Sherwood Fox. Drawings by Claire Bice and Vincent
Elliott. University of Toronto Press, Toronto 1952
Pp. XVIII, 233. Price $4.00.
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_~ A man is able to write fluently; persuasively, only about that
which he loves. For half a lifetime, throughout all his maturest years,
Sherwood fox has been in love with the Bruce. That. out of this affection
and the resources of a nimble mind there should now be distilled an
artistic liqueur whose aroma is the spirit of the Bruce is as much a
part of the logic of human life as the quiet pools of a clear bubbling
stream are of the running of the trout. No man knows more of the rocks
and rills, 'the fish, the fowl and the'cunningly hidden rare bloo.IT.s,of
the people, their past, their outlook, their dreams, of this select
corner of Ontario than the author of The Bruce Beckons. 'Thanks to the
deftness of the pen that wrote, '~ain't Runnin' No More', and to
President Fox's loving feeling for his subject, we are introduced in this
book behind the facts of history and geography and nature that besprinkle
its pages into that very world apart in which he has lived so many years,
whenever the pressures of academic station have allowed.

To a reader like myself, whose interests run strongly to history
and to birds, there is ample to hold one engrossed. He might pause
long over the chapter on discovery, exploration and settlement. He
could muse on the exciting tales of shipwrecks and folklore. He will
sigh through another tragic episode in the fate of the passenger pigeons.
Even my long sonnambulant fishing inclinations were stirr-ed by the fish
stories in these pages, and my naturalist's curiosity came alive at
once to the tales of the IIserpent in the garden", the Mississauga rattler
that adds a thrill to the grey rock cliffs of Bruce,

'Tis none of these, however, that forms the heart of the book for
Sherwood Fox's deepest concerns lie elsewhere. As some of us are ardent
hunters after birds, so is the author of this book a hunter after flowers
and wild plants, one of the most fervent seekers in God's garden, espe-
cially in that garden which Ylthe Lord God planted --- northward II,

the Bruce peninsula. Read his description of his'first sight of an
Alaska orchid, one of those special Bruce flowers, and you will under-
stand what he means when he says ilthe thrill this good fortune shot
through my whole being has not yet spent itself. Man knows no greater
excitement than that of discovery. Had the plant I found been the
most beautiful on earth the effect would have been the same. For'me
the experience was as exhilarating as was John Muir's first sight,
in 1864, of the lovely Calypso orchid in another county of Ontario II ,

As with flowers so with people - these are the author's two main
loves - he is at his best. To the finding of the Alaska orchids and
the hart's tongue ferns must be added the story of Pastor James, the
beloved leader of men's SOUls, whose heroic efforts during the 'flu
epidemic after the First World War is a wonder:ful saga of courage,
whose momument is St. Margaret's Church on Cape Chin, a tribute to a
great life.

And The Bruce Beckons is as much a tribute to William Sherwood Fox
as st. Margaret's is to Pastor James. It-is a tribute to a man who has
never let his soul slip into a narrow rut, who has never lost sight of
the beauty of the earth on-which we live, who has seen into the hearts'
of men and has found there, along with all fraili ties and ir~:perfections,
a persisting goodness, the nurse of hope.
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-~ The Ivory-Billed WoodI2ecker By James T. Tanner (1942)
Pp. xi, III

The Roseate S:eoonbill By Robert P. Allen (1942)
Pp. xviii, 142

The Whooping Crane By Robert P. Allen (1952)
Pp. xxvi, 246

(All three published by the National Audubon Society, New York).
"The greatest tragedy in nature is the extinction of a species.

We may condone reasonable control of carnivorous animals in those
parts of their- range taken over by human settlement. 'I:Vemay even under-
stand the commercialization of the Passenger Pigeon by interests which
regarded them only as an inexhaustible supply of 'food on the wing'.
But where is the man who knowingly would stand by and watch a marvelous
creation of nature - harmless to man's interests, and of no intrinsic
commercial value - be forced into the vortex of extirpation without
even raising his voice in protest?"

So writes Dr. A. A~ Allen in the preface of Tanner's study of the
ivory-billed woodpecker, the first Research Report issued by the National
Audubon Society on species of North Amer-ican birds in danger of extinc-
tion. It goes without saying that any field naturalist worthy the name
will heartily agree with him, and with the efforts of the National
Audubon Society to save those members of our avian heritage that stand
in mortal danger.

The work done by this great society in setting up sanctuaries and
refuges, in providing waro en service, in the education of school child-
ren, and in the enlightenment of the general public, especially through
the film tours, is very well known. The sponsoring of careful scienti-
fic study of the life histories of threatened species, and of the condi.
tions under which reasonable protection of such birds can be undertaken,
is an aspect of the valuable work of the society that has received little
attention even from naturalists. It is this study that is embodied in
the three volumes listed at the head of this review.

All three volumes deal in a thorough manner wi.th the history, dis-
tribution, nesting, feeding habits, relation to man, and chance of
survival of the species concerned. All are well illustrated with a
fine coloured plate as a frontispiece, and with photographs. Despite
their careful scientific treatment of their subject, these vJOrks are
written also for the general reader. The study of the whooping crane
concerns Canada most immediately, since the breeding grounds of this
spectaCUlar species are somewhere in northern Canada. The dramatic
attempts in recent years to find just where is one of the most exciting
of birding adventures in OUI' day. But all three volumes are of great
importance to any naturalist who is concerned to know not only about
these particular birds, but also to understand something of the kind
of knowledgr that is necessary about any creature if we are to proceed
rationally towards its protection.
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Bird-Feeding Stations Now Available Locally

The Federation of Ontario Naturalists has recently arranged
for the local manufacture of eight different models of bird-
feeding trays.

It had been pointed out by a number of members that prac-
tical, well-built feeders were hard to obtain and usually had
to be imported at near-prohibitive prices. Couldn't the Federa-
tion do something about this situation?

Well, it could and did. Led by the energetic activities of
Mr. John Douglas, President of The Men of the Trees, the Federation
was able to get in touch with: (a) a man who is a first-rate
carpenter, who has a well-equipped machine shop, who has had ex-
perience in making successful feeding-trays and nest-boxes for
his own amusement, who has some spare time, and who is anxious to
make it possible for others to become interested in the birds about
their garden; and (b) a lumber dealer whose wife is an enthusiastic
naturalist and who is willing to supply the raw material at very
reasonable prices.

The result has been something the Federation is proud to
sponsor. Our carpenter-manufacturer is contributing his time and
overhead at something less than half the current cOIDnlercialrate,
in order to keep the prices as reasonable as possible. These
prices range from $5.00 to $12.20, f.o.b. Toronto. The models
include window-feeders, hopper-type feeders, shelter feeders
and attractively designed weathervane feeders, with or without
windows at sides and rear. The chief material used is 3/811 ply-
wood, and the finished model is stained a dark brown.

Samples of all eight types are available for inspection;
For further information call Mrs. J. B. Stewart, or Wm. Gunn,
EM3-2583.

R. M. Saunders,
Editor.


